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The Upside Of Turbulence Seizing
Despite recent turbulence, all five of Wood’s existing actively-managed products are up more than 130% in the past 12 months.“That performance naturally attracts more investments, especially ...
Merkel Party’s Leader Warns Her Against Seizing Pandemic Control
Nevertheless, some are bracing for potential turbulence, reflecting concerns ranging from rising ... Options data also show a drop in demand for upside positioning. The S&P's two-month call skew, an ...
After blazing U.S. stock rally, some warn of tougher market ahead
And at many companies, the stock price was up despite the turbulence in the economy and regardless of whether the company was profitable. “At the end of the day, CEOs end up getting rewarded for ...
COVID-19 | CEO pay remains stratospheric, even at companies battered by pandemic
A little over a year ago, COVID-19 hit the United States, altering the fabric of our daily lives and turning the average American's personal finances upside down ... ve experienced a high degree of ...
COVID-19 Super Savers Need to Carefully Navigate in a Post-Pandemic World
Though the company expressed caution about the next two quarters in its commentary on Wednesday, Mr. Tremblay said he’s looking beyond that turbulence ... the near-term upside is implied ...
Thursday’s analyst upgrades and downgrades
Seizing the brief hiatus, Fung drags Hahou back into the potholed ... rival schools on a wobbly table balanced at the center of dozens of wooden stools turned upside down, Ip meets his last challenger ...
Releasing Masculinity for a More Just World: Lessons on How to “Be Water” in Hong Kong
Even on our assumption of only partial delivery, we now see core fund management profits doubling over the next three years - with further upside in ... one step closer to seizing it.
FTSE 100 closes in green as stocks gain from accommodative stance of central banks
Then, she turns her head upside-down and "ruffles" the hair to add texture, before tweaking the hair into place. And here's the clincher: when she lets her hair fall back into the original side ...
Molly-Mae's hack for XXL volume sans long extensions is *brilliant*
Previously successful at Saint-Etienne, Galtier has kept Lille on course despite off-pitch turbulence. Story continues In December the club was sold to Callisto, a subsidiary of the Merlyn ...
Lille trace unlikely path towards French title
The original cryptocurrency has garnered widespread interest from investors over the past year, however, its wild price swings have left some wondering whether other assets may be better at ...
Bitcoin is one of the hottest alternative investments, but it may not be the best
The pressure of its debt means that Brazilian oil giant Petrobras needs to think outside the traditional dollar market. To see the digital version of this report, please click here. To purchase ...
Doing the dance of debt
The retail-targeted Japanese primary bond market has undergone thorough changes resulting in a wider variety of issuers offering higher credit risk. Global and local market conditions have transformed ...
The insatiable Mrs Watanabe
Notice is hereby given that a meeting of the Board of Directors of Inspire Charter Academy will be held at 3:30 p.m. on Monday, March 22, 2021 by video/teleconference. Pursuant to emergency ...
Inspire Charter Academy Notice of a Regular Meeting of the Board of Directors
Former South Sydney NRL captain Sam Burgess's conviction for intimidating his father-in-law has been quashed after a judge said there was reasonable doubt the offence occurred. A magistrate in ...
'Little relevance': Bombshell outcome in Sam Burgess appeal
The distinct society only has room for a limited sort of distinctiveness As Israel relaxes into the unfamiliar joy of the simple pleasures of life, very serious issues that were left untended are ...
Opinion, Editorials, Columns and Analysis | National Post
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — The U.N. special envoy for Myanmar warned Wednesday that the country faces the possibility of civil war “at an unprecedented scale” and urged the U.N. Security Council ...
UN envoy: Myanmar faces possibility of major civil war
Includes Full Exercise of Initial Purchasers’ Option to Purchase $50 Million of Additional Notes Magnite (Nasdaq: MGNI) today announced that it has closed its offering of $400 million aggregate ...
Magnite Announces Closing of $400 Million of Convertible Notes
Its digital transformation initiatives infuse AI, automation, analytics, and real-time insights capabilities into solutions to provide context-driven customer experiences SINGAPORE, March 22, 2021 ...
Avaya Acclaimed by Frost & Sullivan for Seizing Growth Opportunities with its Robust Portfolio of Intelligent Contact Center Solutions
NVIDIA has doubled the price of the GeForce Now premium plan to $10/month for new members. Annual plans cost $100/year. The Priority membership offers faster access to cloud gaming servers, longer ...
GeForce Now doubles its price for newcomers to $10 a month
SHANGHAI/HONG KONG (Reuters) - One firm's loss is another's gain. China's smaller technology companies and investors are eager to seize the day as a sweeping crackdown by anti-monopoly regulators on ...
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